Considering direct integrals of not necessarily separable Hilbert spaces we examine the question whether the algebra of decomposable operators is the commutant of the algebra of diagonalizable operators. Using the continuum-hypothesis we prove this relation, if the set of square integrable vector fields is generated by a subset T0 such that |r0| < |R| . For the general case, a counterexample is given.
In a direct integral of separable Hilbert spaces (for example see [1] ) the relation 2A = 3' holds, where 3A is the set of decomposable operators and 3s' the commutant of the algebra 3 of diagonalizable operators. The same is also satisfied if a constant field of nonseparable Hilbert spaces is considered (for example see [2; 5; 4, Theorem IV.7.10]). In this paper we are concerned with the question whether the same is correct if we consider the more general concept of direct integrals of W. Wils (see [6] ) in which nonseparable Hilbert spaces and nonconstant fields are permitted. Using the continuum-hypothesis, we can answer this question in the affirmative if the set of square integrable vector fields is generated by a subset of the cardinality of the continuum. Moreover, an example for 2A ^ 3A1 will be given, for which we need the generalized continuum-hypothesis.
Similar problems as in this article are treated in [2] , [3] , [5] . (The proof of Proposition 3.1 in [5] contains an error; it is not known whether the proposition is correct.) In [3, Théorème 4.5] a sufficient condition for 2A = 2¡' is given; but in many concrete situations it is difficult or impossible to verify the assumptions there.
Let us recall the definition of direct integrals introduced by W. Wils. (4) T with respect to the seminorm ||r7||2 = (¡z \\n(Q\\2 dp(Ç)) is complete.
The corresponding Hilbert space, called the direct integral of the Hilbert spaces //(C), is denoted by
H(C)dp(Q.
is p-integrable for n, r¡' gYq, there is a unique smallest subspace Y such that T0 ç r and r satisfies (l)-(4).
In this situation, we say Y is generated by ro .
Proof. Let ro be the vector space generated by T0. It follows that Ç eZ i-> ||r7(i)|| is /j-integrable for every n gYq. Now, from [6, Corollary 2.3] we get the assertion.
An operator T GA5?iH) is called decomposable if there is a field (T(Q)¡.eZ ç n{eZ^(//(0)
of operators such that supiez ||r(C)|| < oo, (T(Qn(Q)ieZ G r for n G T and T j r,(C)dp(Q = J T(C)n(Qdp(Q holds for n G T. We write T = ¡z T(Q dp(Q .
Let 2A he the set of decomposable operators. 2A is an algebra, but it is not known whether T G 2A yields T* G AAA .
2! = {/z h(C) 1 dp(Ç) : h G L°°(Z , p)} is a von Neumann algebra called the algebra of diagonalizable operators. Obviously, we have AAAA ç 2'.
We call a subset ro of Ylrez H(0 almost pointwise orthogonal, if 17(C) -L n'(Q holds almost everywhere for all fixed distinct elements n, n' of ro . (The negligible set may depend on rj and n'.) We call T0 pointwise orthogonal, if 17(C) -L n'(Ç) holds for every ÇgZ and for all distinct elements n, n' of ro .
3. Proposition (see [2, §6] ). // Y is generated by a set ro of pointwise orthogonal vector fields, then 2A -9$' is satisfied. Now let us formulate our main result: 4. Theorem. If Y is generated by a set f of vector fields such that \T\ < N,, then AAA -AAf' holds.
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Immediately we get the following 5. Corollary. Let us assume the continuum-hypothesis. Moreover, let us suppose that the dimension of H (as a Hilbert space) is not greater than the cardinality c of the continuum or, more generally, that Y is generated by a set t of vector fields such that \Y\ < c. Then 2A =2¡' holds.
Proof of theorem. Using Zorn's lemma we easily see that there is a subset ro of T with |ro| < K, such that H is the direct orthogonal sum of the spaces L , n g YQ, where L denotes the closed subspace of H generated by the vector fields fz h(Q n(Q dp(Q (h G L°°(Z , p)).
T0 is almost pointwise orthogonal: Let n and n' he distinct elements of T0 ; hn G Lt¡ holds for h(Q =< n'(Q, n(Q > , and so the orthogonality of Ln and Li implies that CeZ^<h(Qn(0, n'(Q>=\<n(C), n'(Q>\2 is equal to 0 almost everywhere. Now we want to find a map / : T0 -► FI^z ^(0 sucn mat n(0 ~ An)(Q almost everywhere for fixed r\ e Y and such that /(T0) is pointwise orthogonal. Then from Proposition 3 we will get the assertion.
In the case |ro| < N0 it is easy to find a suitable map /. Let us assume |ro| = N, . Since {C G Z ; < nJQ, tJa(Q > / 0} is a negligible set for every ß G Pa and Pn is countable by definition of PQ , Nit is a negligible set. Moreover, for ß <a, f(tlu)(0±f(nß)(Q is valid for every CeZ. In the cases f(na)(Ç) =0 or f(tlß)(C) = 0, the equation is trivial. Otherwise from f(nn)(Ç) -na(Q, f(<lß)(Q = 1ß(Q . and nß(Q 1 »a(Q (since C £ Nn ) we get the desired relation. So, / satisfies all the required properties.
In order to construct a counterexample we need the following 6. Lemma. Let us assume the generalized continuum-hypothesis. Let a > c be a cardinal number such that c < |Z| < a, dim//(C) < a for every Ç G Z, and p(Z) = 1. Moreover, let us suppose that Y is generated by an almost pointwise orthogonal set YQ which satisfies \T0\ > a and \\n(Q\\ = 1 for Ç g Z and nGY0. Then 2A %3)'. From Zorn's lemma it follows that cf has maximal elements with respect to inclusion. Let ro be a maximal element. We show that the assumption |ro| <c yields a contradiction. It is easy to see that |ro| < K0 is impossible. In the case |ro| = K, = c, let q i-> nn and a i-► C" be bijections from Pa (see the proof of the theorem, \Pa\ = N, = c) to T0 and Z, respectively. For a G Pn let K(Cn) he the closed subspace of H(Ça) generated by nß(Ca), ß G Pa . Since Pa is countable, K(Ça) is separable, and there exists a vector c;(Çn) G H(Ça) such that |K(CQ)|| = 1 and £(CJ is orthogonal to A"(Ca). For ß G Pa the relation r7"(CJ-L£(CJ is satisfied for a > ß ; since {a e Pa; a < ß} is countable, nß(QLä,(C) is valid for almost every C • It follows that ro u {«* = (£(C))feZ} belongs to tf . This is a contradiction. We have established |ro| > c. Let T, be a subset of ro such that |rt| > c.
For n, n' gYx the function Ç gZ i-><n(Q, n'(Q> is /z-integrable; in fact, we see that it is equal to 0 or to 1 almost everywhere. From Lemma 2 we conclude that there is a unique smallest subspace T such that Yx ç Y and such that T satisfies Definition 1. For Y we have AZ' %3¡' by Lemma 6.
